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Chapter 1

Abstract

In Colombia, there is an increasing interest in improving public transportation. One

of the ideas that has been proposed is to use electric vehicles (EVs), which would

help reducing the contamination factor introduced by the current technologies. In

this way, new challenges and opportunities arise in this scenario, which should be

addressed by the research community. For instance, there is the problem of routing

EVs that are subject to pick up passengers, as well as charge and recharge their

batteries. In this work, we propose a scheme that coordinates the routing and

scheduling of recharge for EVs while the battery degradation and recharging cost

are minimized. In order to illustrate our proposed technique, some simulations are

shown based on an airport shuttle that considers the issues mentioned above.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

The integration of electric vehicles (EVs) into the public transport sector has been

encouraged by two main reasons. First, EVs do not emit pollutants into the environ-

ment, which would reduce the carbon footprint in large cities. Second, since EVs use

the energy more efficiently, the refuelling of an EV is cheaper than a conventional

vehicle. Therefore, the EVs are one of the best alternatives to be integrated into the

cities as a public means of transport [1].

Nevertheless, the implementation of EVs in the public transport service involves

several challenges that need to be addressed. Specially, three issues are highlighted:

routing of public transport EVs, the scheduling of recharge, and the battery health.

First of all, public transport EVs have to be routed to meet transport demand in

different places at different time while the energy consumption is minimized. Fur-

thermore, routing of EVs must be made taking into account that the current batteries

technology do not allow a large range of travel [2]. Therefore, EVs may need to be

rerouted to recharging stations to extend their range of travel. Second, scheduling

of recharge must be coordinated with routing to guarantee a reliable operation while

the cost of recharging is minimized. In this case, the scheduling of recharge must

be made considering the variation of the energy tariff during the day, the different

recharging stations where the recharge could take place, and the recharging time re-

quired by the EV batteries. Finally, the battery health is considered because this is

sensitive to charging/discharging actions [3]. Also, the battery is the most expensive

component of the EV [4]. Hence, the planning of a scheduling recharge could help
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Chapter 2. Introduction 5

increase the battery lifetime reducing operational costs.

In the literature, there are several papers discussing the three topics of interest in-

troduced above. However, most of the studies deal only with one issue at a time.

In [5, 6] the energy consumption by travel is discussed. A simplified model of en-

ergy consumption is proposed, which considers characteristics of the EVs (weight,

aerodynamic, and drag coefficients) and the characteristics of the road (elevation,

distance, and traffic speed). From this model, an energy graph can be constructed

which allows to find the minimum energy path between two points using classical

algorithm (e.g., Dijkstra [7], Johnson [8]).

In [6, 9] the electric vehicle routing problem (EVRP) formulated consists on finding

a set of minimum cost routes, such that the demand of the costumer is satisfied. In

addition, some new constraints are introduced to take into account the limit capac-

ity of the battery of the EVs. In [10, 11, 12] the model of EVRP also considers the

refuelling and the recharging time of EVs. Nevertheless, the cost of recharge and

battery degradation have not been taken into account in these works.

Other papers such as [13, 14, 15, 16] discuss the recharging control in order to mini-

mize the cost of energy recharge. Both works [14, 16] address the recharging control

for large population of EVs. The control strategy obtained minimizes generation

costs and the recharge cost of the EV population. Also, it highlights that the strat-

egy is not centralized, allowing to preserve the autonomy of each vehicle. However,

these works do not consider the energy consumed by the EV and the fact that the

optimal charging profiles obtained may lead to an increased degradation of the bat-

tery.

In [17, 18, 19] another approach to obtain EVs charging profiles is discussed. An

optimization problem is formulated to minimize power losses and maximize the load

factor. The formulation takes into account a detailed topology and network char-

acteristics. In this way, the charging profiles obtained indicate that EVs plug into

a critical point must be charged in valley hours. Nevertheless, these studies do not

consider the effect of charging profile over battery life nor the cost of recharging in

minimizing the function objective.

In [20, 21] battery health is studied using a battery degradation model for lithium-

ion batteries. The model considers the main features that influence the degradation
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of the battery such as: state of charge (SOC) average, depth of discharge (DOD),

and battery temperature. In [20] the model is used to minimize the cost of battery

degradation and the cost of energy recharge. The charging profile obtained shows a

considerable difference from the one obtained in [14, 16], where the recharge profile

is calculated taking into account only the cost of recharging.

This work proposes to relate the three topics listed above to determine: the set

of optimal routes, the routes assignment between the vehicles, and the scheduling

of recharge for public transport EVs. To achieve this, we propose two different

approaches. i) A centralized controller based on a program that minimizes the op-

eration cost of all EVs, in which the objective function considers the recharging cost

and the battery degradation cost because of routes assignment and recharging ac-

tions. ii) Based on game theory, we propose a decentralized controller with multiples

vehicles that take decisions autonomously. In this scheme, the vehicles are selfish

mobile agents and compete to maximize their utility, which is function of revenues

by pick up passengers, the recharging cost and the battery degradation cost. The

case of study proposed is a shuttle airport with EVs, which consists of carrying pas-

sengers from an airport to a hotel, while the aforementioned issues are considered.

Also, we present ideas on patterns of charging, routing, and operating costs of EVs,

which would be useful for public transport companies, that are planning to upgrade

their fleet with EVs.



Chapter 3

Routing and Scheduling of

Recharge for EVs

We consider that an operation center (OC) coordinates both the transport service

and the scheduling of recharge. The transport service consists in an EV fleet that

provides a shuttle airport-hotel (SA), which implies to carry passengers from the

airport to the hotel. On the other hand, the scheduling of recharge of EVs fleet

is planned while the cost is minimized. Thus, the OC assigns routes to EVs to

meet the transport demand and also schedules the recharging actions in the available

recharging stations (RSs) according to the tariff of energy. In order to coordinate the

operation of EVs fleet, the OC is able to communicate with EVs, clients (potential

passengers), RSs, and utility (this scenario is shown in Fig. 1). Thus, the OC receives

information such as: requests of clients a day ahead, the availability in RSs, EV state

of charge, and the tariff of energy from utility. Then, the routes assignment and the

scheduling of recharge can be calculated and broadcasted to the EVs. The OC

operation steps are described below. First, the determination of routes is explained,

then the battery degradation model is presented, and finally the routes assignment

and scheduling of recharge problem is formulated.

7
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Recharging Station 1

Recharging Station 2

...

EV 1

EV 2

...

Client 1

Client 2

...

Operations Center Utility

Figure 3.1: Scheme of EV operation.

3.1 Determination of Routes

Similarly to the classical vehicle routing problems formulated in [22], we propose an

EVRP to model the shuttle airport-hotel. It consists on finding a set of minimum

consumption routes, such that the transport demand and all operational constraints

are satisfied. The EVRP model is formulated on an energy graph Gs, which is a

simplification of road network. Let Gs = (Vs, Es) be a simplified energy graph. The

nodes are composed by Vs = {vd1 , vd2}∪C∪Rs, where C denotes the set of nodes with

transport demand, Rs denotes the set of RSs. Also, we set 2m = |C| as the number

of clients requests, where the operator | · | represents the modulo of a set. The depot

nodes are denoted by vd1 and vd2 , which represent the start and end nodes of a route.

The edges are defined by Es = {(vi, vj)|vi, vj ∈ Vs} where (vi, vj) ∈ Es are minimum

consumption paths that can be found using routing algorithms on the road network

model (this process is detailed in Appendix A). On the other hand, the transport

demand involves m requests with pickup and delivery stops as well as associated

demands. The requests are identified by two nodes i and m+ i, corresponding to the

pickup and delivery stops of request, respectively. The set of pickup nodes is denoted

by P = {1, ...,m}, and the set of delivery nodes is denoted byD = {m+1, ..., 2m}. In
this way, we define C = P ∪D and if request i consists of transporting qi passengers

from i to m+ i, let qm+i = −qi.

The energy consumed by travel from i to j is given by cij, and its travel time is

tij, where i, j ∈ Vs. Each customer i ∈ C has a time window [ai, bi] during which

the service must take place. Also, the EVs have a maximum load capacity Q and

battery capacity B.
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The objective function minimizes the energy consumption of all routes H, i.e.,

min
∑
h∈H

∑
(i,j)∈Es

cijx
h
ij (3.1)

where h ∈ H is the set of routes to meet all transport demand, xh
ij are the flow

variables, which are equal to 1 if arc (i, j) is used by route h and 0 otherwise. Also,

we define two constraints to guarantee that all passenger demands are properly

satisfied, which are ∑
h∈H

∑
j∈Vs\vd1

xh
ij = 1 ∀i ∈ P (3.2)

∑
i∈Vs\vd2

xh
ij −

∑
i∈Vs\vd1

xh
j,m+i = 0 (3.3)

∀h ∈ H, j ∈ Vs\{vd1 , vd2}.

Eq. (3.2) guarantees that each node with passenger demands is attended by at most

a route h. Moreover, Eq. (3.3) imposes that the passengers pickup in the nodes i

are delivered in the nodes m+ i. We also define three constraints to satisfy the flow

through vertices as ∑
i∈Vs\vd2

xh
ij −

∑
i∈Vs\vd1

xh
ji = 0 (3.4)

∀h ∈ H, j ∈ Vs\{vd1 , vd2}, i ̸= j∑
j∈Vs\vd2

xh
vd1 ,j

≤ 1 ∀h ∈ H (3.5)

∑
i∈Vs\vd1

xh
i,vd2

≤ 1 ∀h ∈ H. (3.6)

Eq. (3.4) imposes that if a route h enters to node j then the same route h must go

out of node j. Besides, Eq. (3.5) indicates that at most one route h could go out

from the start depot vertex vd1 . On the other hand, Eq. (3.6) indicates that at most

one route h could enter to the end depot vertex vd2 . Furthermore, we define three

sets of constraints: i) the time constraints; ii) the capacity constraints; and iii) the
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energy constraints. Capacity constraints are

yhj ≥ yhi + qj −Q+Qxh
ij ∀h ∈ H, i, j ∈ P, i ̸= j (3.7)

qj ≤ yhj ≤ Q ∀h ∈ H, j ∈ Vs (3.8)

0 ≤ yhj+m ≤ Q− qj ∀h ∈ H, j ∈ P, (3.9)

where yhj is the capacity variable representing the amount of passengers picked or

delivered by traveling along the route h up to the node j. Therefore, Eq. (3.7) counts

the number of passengers traveling along the route h and constraints (3.8) and (3.9)

guarantee that the capacity variable does not be a non-positive number nor exceed

the maximum capacity Q. Time constraints are

wh
j ≥ wh

i + tij −M +Mxh
ij ∀h ∈ H, i, j ∈ Vs, i ̸= j (3.10)

aj ≤ wh
j ≤ bj ∀h ∈ H, j ∈ Vs, (3.11)

where wh
i is the time variable that specifying the instant at the passenger i is pick

up or delivery and M is a constant with a value greater than any wh
i . Eq. (3.10)

counts the time elapsed until that the passenger i is attended by the route h. In

addition, the constraint in Eq. (3.11) guarantees that the passenger i is picked up

or delivered within his time window. Finally, energy constraints are

ehj ≤ ehi − cijx
h
ij +B −Bxh

ij ∀h ∈ H, i, j ∈ Vs, i ̸= j (3.12)

emin ≤ ehj ∀h ∈ H, j ∈ Vs, (3.13)

where ehi is the energy variable that specifying the remaining battery charge level

when the route h arrives to vertex i. Eq. (3.12) tracks the battery level based on

vertices sequence, which is reduced based on the energy consumed for travel from

vertex i to j. Also, Eq. (3.13) guarantees that the level of the battery is never below

the minimum level emin.

The solution of the proposed EVPR model is a set of optimal routes H, which

minimizes the energy consumed by satisfying a passenger demand, in this way the

cost of recharge also is reduced indirectly.
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3.2 Battery Degradation Model

We introduce a simplification of lithium-ion battery degradation model presented in

[20]. The model estimates the cost of battery degradation cdeg in terms of battery

life reduction. Thus, cdeg is a function of three factors that could considerably reduce

the battery life such as: temperature, SOC, and DOD. It is defined as follows

cdeg = cbat(LQ,T + LQ,SOC + LQ,DOD) (3.14)

where cbat is the cost of battery, and LQ,T , LQ,SOC , LQ,DOD are lifetime degradation

due to temperature, SOC, and DOD.

Each of the terms LQ,T , LQ,SOC , and LQ,DOD can be interpreted as a ratio ∆Lx

LX
, where

∆Lx is the lifetime degradation due to a complete charging cycle during a day, and

LX is the total battery lifetime if the charge cycle under evaluation were repeated

until the battery’s end of life (when energy capacity drops below 80 %).

Next, we define each of the terms above mentioned. The term LQ,T relates the

lifetime degradation with the temperature and charging time. LQ,T is proportional

to charging power, this is because a high charging power corresponds to a high

temperature. This is defined by

LQ,T =

∫
tch

1

nhy · l(Tamb +Rth|P (t)|)
dt+

tmax − tch
nhy · l(Tamb)

(3.15)

where tch is time of charging in hours, tmax is available time to perform a charging in

hours, nhy is the number of hours in a year. Tamb is the ambient temperature setting

in 25◦C. Rth is the thermal resistance of pack battery setting in 2◦C/kW . P is the

power of charging or discharging in (kW ), and l(T ) is the total number of years the

battery would last at that temperature, which is equal to l(T ) = ae
b
T where a, b are

model parameters setting in a = 3.73× 10−4 and b = 636.

The term LQ,SOC describes the battery lifetime degradation due to average SOC.

It is defined by

LQ,SOC =
ma · SOCavg − da
CFmax · yp · nhy

(3.16)
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where ma = 1.6 × 10−5 and da = 6.4 × 10−6 are model parameters defined in [20],

yp = 15 corresponds to the number of years projected of battery life, and CF = 0.80

is the capacity fading at end of the battery life. We can notice that LQ,SOC is pro-

portional to SOCavg, therefore a high SOCavg reduces the battery life more than a

moderated one.

The term LQ,DOD describes the battery lifetime degradation due to averageDOD.

It is calculated employing the concept of energy throughput [23], therefore LQ,DOD

is the ratio between the energy throughput used in a complete charge cycle and the

energy throughput used in all battery lifetime. It is defined by

LQ,DOD =
B
∑Nc

i=1DODi

Nl(DODavg) ·DODavg ·B
(3.17)

where DODi is the ith subcycle in a complete charge cycle, Nc is the number of

subcycles, DODavg is DOD average, and Nl(DOD) is the lifetime of battery in cy-

cles for a given DOD. This is equal to Nl(DOD) =
(
DOD
145.71

)( −1
0.6844

)
, which is fitted

according to the lithium-ion battery technology.

In brief, the model presented estimates the EV battery degradation cost of due

to charging/discharging actions. Therefore, we can estimate the battery degradation

cost of public transport EVs. Also, the simplicity of the model allows easily to

integrate it into an optimization problem.

3.3 Routes Assignment and Scheduling of Recharge

Problem

We introduce the problem of scheduling of recharge for EVs. First, we define the

assignment of routes between the fleet of EVs. Second, the model of recharging

control is presented. Third, the reroute to RSs is defined, and finally the problem

formulation is presented.
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Figure 3.2: Timeline of programming horizon.

Assignment of Routes

The assignment of routes is the distribution of all optimal routes H between the EVs

fleet. We consider the assignment of a set of routes between a fleet of K vehicles over

a programming horizon, N = {1, · · ·N}, which is shown in Fig. 3.2. The assignation

is denoted by akh, which is a binary variable that is equal to 1 if route h is assigned to

EV, k ∈ K, and 0 otherwise. Furthermore, we define a binary variable that indicates

which periods of n ∈ N are used in travelling along the route h assigned to an EV

k. The binary variable is called the unavailability variable and it is defined as

dkh(n) =

{
1, if tsh ≤ n ≤ teh
0, otherwise.

(3.18)

dkh1
(n) + dkh2

(n) ≤ 1 ∀n ∈ N ∀k ∈ K,h1, h2 ∈ H, (3.19)

where [tsh, t
e
h] is the interval duration of each route h, with start time tsh and end

time teh. In this way, the variable dkh(n) allows to locate each route h on the horizon

N and Eq. (3.19) guarantees that two routes (h1, h2) with similar duration intervals

are not assigned to same EV. In addition, we define the energy consumed by EV k

in the route h on the interval n of the horizon N as ekh(n).

Finally, we define a profile of assignment by the vector a =
{
akh :

∑
k∈K

∑
h∈H akh = |H|

}
,

where the double summation guarantees that all routes H are assigned between all

EVs. Thus, the profile a is valid if the constraint in Eq. (3.19) is satisfied for the

EVs fleet.

Model of Charging Control

Taking some ideas from [14], we consider the charging control for an EVs fleet K

over a programming horizon N . It defines the state of charge of a vehicle k ∈ K at
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instant n ∈ N as SOCk(n), and the SOC dynamics are

SOCk(n) = SOCk(n− 1) + ηxrxu
k
x(n)− ekh(n)− ekx(n)

∀n ∈ N ,∀k ∈ K, (3.20)

where uk
x(n) is a binary variable, which is equal to 1 when a charging action of vehicle

k at instant n is performed, rx is the charging rate, and ηx is the charge efficiency.

The subscript x ∈ Rs marks the spot where the recharge is done. ekx(n) is the energy

consumed by travel to RS x, which is explained in the next subsection. Now, we

define a constraint to bound the SOC by

SOCmin ≤ SOCk(n) ≤ SOCmax n ∈ N , ∀k ∈ K, (3.21)

where SOCmin and SOCmax are the minimum and maximum limits of SOC, respec-

tively. Both limits minimum and maximum could be fixed by recommendation of

the battery manufacturer. Next, we define a constraint to guarantee that the initial

and final SOCs are equal to SOCmax

SOCk(0) = SOCmax, SOCk(N) = SOCmax, ∀k ∈ K, (3.22)

where SOCk(0) and SOCk(N) are the initial and final SOCs of an EV k. In Eq.

(3.22) the initial and final conditions of the SOC are chosen equal to each other, to

ensure that in the next programming horizon the initial condition is the same.

Finally, we define a charging profile of a vehicle k as a set of charging actions

uk
x(n). A charging profile of an EV k is denoted by uk and it is defined by uk ={
uk
x(n) : ηxrx

(∑N−1
n uk

x(n) + αuk
x(N)

)
=

∑
n∈N (ekh(n) + ekx(n))

}
, where the factor

αuk
x(N) allows to solve integrality issues. In this way, the sum of all charging actions

must be equal to the energy consumed in all travels. The profile uk is valid if the

constraints (3.20) to (3.22) are satisfied.

Reroute to Recharging Stations

According to the model of determination of routes when a vehicle k is not traveling

along any route then, the vehicle is parked in the depot vertex (vd1 , vd2). Also, we
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assume that there is a RS R1 ∈ Rs in the depot vertex where the vehicles can be

recharged. In this scenario, we define a reroute to a RS as a travel to another RS

to perform an action of recharging uk
x : x ̸= R1. The reroutes are marked by the

subscript x in the action of recharging uk
x, if subscript x points a different place to

R1, then the EV k must travel to another RS R2 ∈ Rs to perform its action of

recharging.

The reroute to RS implies that the EV must have available time to traveling back

and forth to RS. Hence, The EV must have a few intervals available before/after of

recharging to travel from depot vertex to RS and return. We define two constraints

to guarantee this. The first constraint is

dkh(l) + uk
y(l) = 0

nx −∆nx ≤ l < nx ∀y ̸= x, y ∈ Rs, (3.23)

where nx ∈ N is the start interval of the recharging uk
x, ∆nx is the number of time

intervals that a EV k takes to travel from vd1 to x. The sum of terms equal to zero

in Eq. (3.23) guarantees that the EV k is available to be rerouted to RS. The second

constraint is

dks(l) + uk
y(l) = 0

nx +∆nux ≤ l ≤ nx +∆nux +∆nvd1
, ∀y ̸= x, (3.24)

where ∆nux is the number of time intervals that the recharging action takes in x,

∆nvd1
is the number of time intervals that a EV k takes to travel from x to vd1 . Both

Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) indicate that the EV k can only be rerouted when there is

time availability. Furthermore, we denote the energy consumed in the reroute as ekx,

which is the energy consumed to travel from vd1 to x and return.
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Optimization Problem of Recharge for EVs

We formulate the optimization problem of recharge for the EVs fleet. The model

proposed seeks to minimize the operation cost of EVs fleet, which is defined by

min
∑
k∈K

∑
n∈N

px(n)u
k
x(n) +

∑
k∈K

ckdeg. (3.25)

The first term is the cost of recharging energy of all fleet of EVs, where px(n) is the

price of energy in the recharging station x in the instant n, and the last term is the

cost of battery degradation of all fleet of EVs. The objective (3.25) is subject to the

assignment profile a and recharging profile uk for all k ∈ K. In addition, if there are

reroutes to recharging stations then the constraints in Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) must

be satisfied.

Also, we define the availability in each RS by
∑

k∈K uk
x(n) ≤ Ax(n) ∀n ∈ N , x ∈ R,

which guarantees that recharging actions are scheduled in an available recharge spots,

where Ax(n) is the available spots number in RS x.

3.4 Differential Evolution

We present a differential evolution (DE) algorithm to solve the problem formulated

above. DE is a population-based and direct stochastic search algorithm, which was

developed by Ken Price and Rainer Storn in 1996 [24, 25]. DE operates through

similar computational steps as employed by a standard evolutive algorithm (EA).

However, DE employs difference of the population members to explore the objective

function landscape, so it does not use any probability function to generate the off-

spring. In this way, DE uses a rather greedy and less stochastic approach in solving

problems, which makes it more efficient to solve some kind of problems [26]. Next,

we present the format of a solution and the DE algorithm steps.
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Format of a Solution

We must represent a possible solution in a format that DE can optimise. The pos-

sible solution of the problem of recharge for EVs is represented by the valid profiles

of assignment a and recharge uk,∀k ∈ K. Both profiles a and uk,∀k ∈ K are

represented as follows

Xu = {u1
x(1), · · · , u1

x(N), · · · , u|K|
x (1), · · · , u|K|

x (N)}

Xa = {a11, · · · , a
|K|
1 , · · · , a1|H|, · · · , a

|K|
|H|}

where Xu and Xa are denoted as vectors of parameters of recharge and assignment,

respectively. Thus, we define X = Xu ∪Xa as a feasible solution of the problem of

recharge for EVs, which is called the vector parameters X in the DE context.

Similarly to most EA, the DE algorithm steps are: i) initialization of population; ii)

mutation; iii) crossover; and iv) selection. Next, these are explained in detail.

Initialization of Population

A population is composed by a number of NP vector of parameters X, where each

vector of parameters is also called an individual. We adopt the following notation for

representing a vector of parameters i ∈ NP of the population at current generation

Ge.

Xi,Ge = [x1,i,Ge , x2,i,Ge , · · · , xmv ,i,Ge ]

where Ge = 0, 1, · · · , Gmax denote the subsequent generations, Gmax is the last gen-

eration, and mv is the dimension of a parameters vector.

The population of vector of parameters is generated by a random generator. Each

vector of parameters is checked to meet the constraints, if it violates the constraints

then it is rejected and it does not enter to population.

NP is considered as a control variable of DE method, in this case, we use NP = 10mv

according with Storn and Price [26].
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Algorithm 1 Crossover subrutine

L = 0
do

L = L+ 1
while (rand(0,1) ≤ Cr andL ≤ mv)

Mutation

The mutation allows to generate a donor vector Vi,Ge by means of a differential

operation. We define the differential operation as follows

Vi,Ge = Xr1,Ge OR (Xr2,Ge XOR Xr3,Ge)

where Xr1,Ge , Xr2,Ge and Xr3,Ge are three individual of population at generation Ge,

the indices r1, r2 and r3 are chosen mutually exclusive to diversify the mutation

operation. These are randomly chosen from the range [1, NP ].

The differential operation is based on adding of the difference of two vectors to a

vector of population [25]. In this case, we define the differential operation by means

of the operations XOR and OR, it is due to the parameters of vector X are binary

variables. In this way, the difference of vectors is drawn from XOR operation, and

the addition is result of OR operation.

Crossover

The crossover operation allows the exchange of components between the donor vector

Vi,Ge and target vector Xi,Ge . The result of crossover is the trial vector Ui,Ge =

[u1,i,Ge , u2,i,Ge , · · · , umv,i,Ge ]. This operation is defined as follows

uj,i,Ge = vj,i,Ge for nv + 1 ≤ j ≤ nv + L− 1

uj,i,Ge = xj,i,Ge otherwise

where nv is randomly chosen among [1,mv], and L is drawn from [1,mv] according

to the Algorithm 1 where Cr ∈ [0, 1] is called the crossover rate and it constitutes

a control variable of DE method. Cr must be considerably lower than one (e.g.,
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0.3). But, if no convergence can be achieved, Cr can be chosen in the range [0.5, 1]

according to Storn and Price [26].

Selection

The selection operation determines whether the target vector Xi,Ge or the trial vector

Ui,Ge survives to the next generation Ge + 1. The selection operation is defined as

follows

Xi,Ge+1 = Ui,Ge if f(Ui,Ge) ≤ f(Xi,Ge)

Xi,Ge+1 = Xi,Ge otherwise

where f(·) is the objective function (3.25) to be minimized.

The selection operation means that if the trial vector Ui,Ge yields an equal or upper

value of the objective function, then it replaces the target vector in the next gener-

ation, otherwise the target vector Xi,Ge is retained in the population at generation

Ge + 1.

In this manner, the steps mutation to selection are cycled until the maximum gen-

eration Gmax is reached, which is outlined in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 DE algorithm

Inputs: Read values of the control parameters: Cr, NP

Initialization of population (PGe): Ge = 0, PG = {X1,Ge , · · · , XNP ,Ge}
for Ge = 1 to Gmax do

for i = 1 to NP do
Mutation: Generate a donor vector Vi,G

Vi,Ge = Xr1,Ge OR (Xr2,Ge XOR Xr3,Ge)
Crossover: Generate a trial vector Ui,Ge

uj,i,Ge = vj,i,Ge for nv + 1 ≤ j ≤ nv + L− 1
uj,i,Ge = xj,i,Ge otherwise
Selection: Evaluate the trial vector Ui,Ge

Xi,Ge+1 = Ui,Ge if f(Ui,Ge) ≤ f(Xi,Ge)
Xi,Ge+1 = Xi,Ge otherwise

end for
end for



Chapter 4

Routing and Charging Game for

EVs

We present the routing and scheduling of recharge for EVs problem described above,

under a game theory approach. Taking some general ideas from game theory [27]

and systems multi-vehicle [28, 29], we consider a system with self-interest mobile

agents that compete to capture a target (passengers). In this sense, we take into

consideration a decentralized interaction between the EVs and the others involved.

Thus, the EVs can communicate with the utility, the OC, and other EVs to gather

information about energy tariff, transport demand, and decision of the others EVs.

Then after, they can take a decision an autonomous way.

Under this approach, each EV determines its own actions profile during the pro-

gramming horizon N . Therefore, the EVs have several possible actions to choose,

which conform the set of action as that each EV could undertake. Specifically, this

is defined by

as = {aht (n), an(n), axu(n)},

where n ∈ N indicates the time interval in which takes place the action. This set is

conform by three actions: i) the travel action along a route aht (·); ii) the recharging

action axu(·); and iii) the iddle action an(·). The action aht (·) refers to travel along

a route h ∈ H, which is composed by a nodes sequence that starts and ends at the

parking lot. We also denote qk as the transport demand at the node k that belongs

20
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to route h. Besides, action aht (·) can be seen as an assignation of a route h to an EV,

which has associated a energy consume parameter ekh(n). Also, we take into account

that a route h could last over an interval, in this case more than one action aht (·) is
used to represent the travel along route h. On the other hand, the action axu(·) refers
to perform a recharge in the node x at a rate rx. This action represent an increment

of battery level which depend of the rate rx and the duration interval (in this case

30 minutes). Finally, the action an(·) refers to wait in the parking lot during a time

interval.

Now, we define a strategy si as a set of actions composed by elements of as, that

an EV i uses during the horizon programming. In this way, the set of actions into a

strategy si is ordered and located on a timeline, where each action lasts an interval

and it is performed according to the order into the set. Besides, we impose some

conditions to each strategy si: i) the aggregate time of all actions into a strategy si

must have a duration equal to N , which correspond at the timeline of programming

horizon; ii) a strategy si must satisfy the constraints in Eqs. (3.20)-(3.22) to guar-

antee that is valid.

Finally, we introduce some notation to be used later. Let si ∈ Si be a strategy

of player i and Si the strategy set of player i. Let S = {S1 × · · · × SI} be the

set of strategies profiles of all players and s ∈ S a strategy profile also denoted by

s = (si, s−i), where si is the strategy played by player i and s−i the strategy profile

of all players other than i in s which lies in S−i =
∏

j ̸=i Sj.

4.1 Formulation

We define the routing and charging game as a triplet G = ⟨I, (Si)i∈I , (ui)i∈I⟩, where
I = {1, 2, .., I} is the set of players composed by EVs, Si is the set of strategies of

the player i, and the utility function ui(·) of player i defined by

ui(si, s−i) = pp

 ∑
k∈si\s−i

qk

− ci(si), (4.1)
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where si is the strategy that using the player i, pp is passage price, qk is the quantity

of passengers on the node k, and ci(si) is the aggregate cost of recharging and

degradation battery, i.e.,

ci(si) =
∑
n∈N

px(n)ux(n) + cdeg(·), (4.2)

where the first term is the recharging cost in function of binary variable ux(n), which

is 1 if the strategy si indicates an action recharge at instant n and 0 otherwise. The

second term is the degradation cost, which can be calculated using the Eq. (3.14).

The proposed utility function ui(·) has a particular characteristic which makes similar

to the congestion game utility function. In this sense, the player payment is reduced

when a node k of a strategy si is shared, which occurs in some congestion games where

the payment depends on the number of players sharing a recourse [30]. However, the

proposed utility function penalizes in severe way when a node is common between

strategies. I.e., when two players share a node between their strategies then the

payment to each player by visit that node is zero, in this way it penalized the fact

that two EVs choose the same target or node to visit. This is similar to miss-

coordination game, where the players are rewarded when choose different targets

and penalized otherwise [27]. So far, it presents the routing and charging game

G for EVs, next we discuss about the existence of Nash equilibrium (NE) for the

proposed game G.

4.2 Equilibrium Analysis

In this section, we analize the existence of NE of the routing and charging game G.

We rely our proof classifying the game G into the potential games class [30], which

inherit favourable properties such as existence of NE, efficiency and convergence.

First, we state the following definitions.

Definition 1. A function Φ : S → R is called an ordinal potential function for the
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game G, if for each i ∈ I and all s−i ∈ S−i,

ui(si, s−i)− ui(s
′
i, s−i) > 0 ↔

Φ(si, s−i)− Φ(s′i, s−i) > 0, ∀si, s′i ∈ Si. (4.3)

Then, G is called an ordinal potential game if it admits a potential function.

Definition 2. A pure strategy Nash equilibrium of a strategic form game ⟨I, (Si)i∈I , (ui)i∈I⟩
is a strategy profile s∗ ∈ S such that for all i ∈ I, we have

ui(s
∗
i , s

∗
−i) ≥ ui(si, s

∗
−i) ∀si ∈ Si. (4.4)

Thus, a strategy profile s∗ is a Nash equilibrium if no unilateral deviation in

strategy by any single player is profitable for that player.

With these two concepts in mind, we present the next theorem to show that every

routing and charging game G is a potential game.

Theorem 1. Every routing and charging game G is a potential game and thus has

a pure strategy Nash equilibrium.

Proof: consider the function

Φ(s) =
∑
i∈I

ui(si, s−i), (4.5)

we can also write

Φ(si, s−i) =
∑
j∈I\i

uj(sj, s−j) + ui(si, s−i). (4.6)

With this notation, the difference of function Φ(·) of player i from two strategies si
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and s′i when others are using the strategy profile s−i is

Φ(si, s−i)− Φ(s′i, s−i) =∑
j∈I\i

uj(sj, s−j) + ui(si, s−i)

−
∑
j∈I\i

uj(sj, ŝ−j)− ui(s
′
i, s−i) (4.7)

where s−j and ŝ−j refer to strategies profiles that content si and s′i, respectively.

Now, we assume that

ui(si, s−i)− ui(s
′
i, s−i) > 0, (4.8)

then we can show that the game G is potential by the Def. 1 and Eq. (4.7), if the

following inequality is held∑
j∈I\i

uj(sj, s−j)−
∑
j∈I\i

uj(sj, ŝ−j) ≥ 0. (4.9)

Hence, we can affirm that the game G is potential if the inequalities in Eqs. (4.8)

and (4.9) are satisfied using the utility function in Eq. (4.1). Next, we inspect the

aforementioned for two cases that may arise.

In the first case, we assume that s′i and si consist in two sets of routes that share

nodes with s−i, where s′i shares a number of nodes bigger than si. Under this con-

dition, we can state that the player utility using si is bigger than using s′i. This is

because, the strategy si shares a small number of nodes and hence it receives a small

penalization. In contrast to strategy s′i which shares a bigger number of nodes than

si which involves a bigger penalization. Thus, we can declare that inequality in Eq.

(4.8) is held.

Furthermore, we can affirm from the Eq. (4.9) that the strategy si causes a small

utility reduction of others players j ∈ I\i, this is because only a small number of

nodes are shared with others players and accordingly the penalty is small. By the

contrary, the strategy s′i involves a big penalization by shares a big number of nodes

causing a big utility reduction to the others players j ∈ I\i. As a result, we state

that the inequality in Eq. (4.9) is also held.

In second case, we assume that s′i and si consist in two sets of routes that do not
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share any node with s−i, also we have that si picks up a bigger number of passengers

than s′i. Under this condition, we can assert that the player using si receives a payoff

bigger than using s′i. Hence, the inequality in Eq. (4.8) is held.

On the other hand, we also can affirm that the inequality in Eq. (4.9) is satisfied,

since both terms into inequality are equal. This is because both strategies si and s′i

do not alter the strategy s−i since both strategies do not share any node with s−i.

Therefore, the inequality in Eq. (4.9) is satisfied too.

We must note that the aggregate cost ci(·) is considered negligible in the proof, this

is because ci(·) is far smaller compared to revenue by transport passengers. Addi-

tionally, we must note that only two cases are taking into account but more may

arise. However, any case no covered can be expressed as a particular case of one of

two cases mentioned above. �

In this manner, we prove that the routing and charging game for EVs is a potential

game and therefore shares the appealing properties of these games such as existence

of NE. Next, we discuss about the method to achieve a NE.

4.3 Generalized Regret Monitoring with Fading

Memory and Inertia

Next, we present the negotiation mechanism known as regret monitoring with fading

memory and inertia (RM) proposed in [29], which is a method to achieve a NE in

potential games. This method has two agreeable properties such as: i) RM can be

implemented in decentralized form. In this way, it could help to alleviate the in-

formation requirements, computational capacity, and implementation cost. On the

other hand, ii) RM leads to converge to an NE in potential games. However, we must

note that it will not discuss about the method convergence on a NE, since details

can be found in [29, 31].

RM provides to EVs strategic decision-making capabilities, which allows to imple-

ment an operation in decentralized way. By means of RM, each EV will negotiate

with other EVs without any knowledge about the utility functions of the other EVs.

But, it needs to know at least the proposal made by all other EVs.
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RM can be seen as a learning algorithm similar to regret matching and fictitious

play [32, 33]. Like to regret matching, in RM the players base their decisions in the

regret, which is defined as the difference between: i) the utility that would have been

received if a particular choice was played for all previous steps; and ii) the average

utility received in the previous steps.

Now, we describe the RM negotiation mechanism. Basically, RM is based on two

steps: i) the computation of regret ; and ii) the computation of a probability distri-

bution. In this way, RM allows to each EV i proposes its strategy si according to a

probability distribution pi(·), which is function of regret.

First to all, we clarify about the compute of regret, which is base of RM. Let us

enumerate all strategies to EV i as Si = {s1i , · · · , s
|Si|
i } where the EV i selects its

proposed strategy, si(k), according to a probability distribution pi(k), which will be

specified shortly. Each element, pli(k), of pi(k) is the probability that EV i selects

the lth strategy in Si at the negotiation step k. But before all this, it computes the

average regret of player i for k > 1 as

R̂l
i(k) =

1

k − 1

k−1∑
m=1

(
ui(s

l
i, s−i(m))− ui(s(m))

)
(4.10)

for not proposing sli in all past negotiation steps, assuming that the proposed strate-

gies s−i(m) of all EVs remain unaltered. It can be noted that, R̂l
i(k) can be computed

using the recursion

R̂l
i(k + 1) =

k − 1

k
R̂l

i(k) +
1

k

(
ui(s

l
i, s−i(m))− ui(s(m))

)
(4.11)

for k > 1.

Furthermore, we must note that the expression in Eq. (4.11) was modified in [29]

to guarantee convergence to NE. In this manner, a new way to calculate regret was

proposed, which is used in RM. This includes a discount factor (1 − ρ) where it

assumes that each EV has a fading memory. Hence, each EV discounts the influence

of its past regret in the computation of its average regret vector. Specifically, the
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new regret vector is calculated by

Rl
i(k + 1) = (1− ρ)Rl

i(k) + ρ(ui(s
l
i, s−i(m))

− ui(s(m))) for 1 ≤ l ≤ |Si| (4.12)

where ρ ∈ (0 , 1] is a parameter with 1− ρ being the discount factor and Rl
i(1) = 0.

Thus, the EVs updates all entries in its average regret vectorRi(k) = [R1
i (k), · · · , R

|Si|
i (k)].

Second, each EV i proposes a strategy si(k), k > 1, according to the probability

distribution

pi(k) = αp′i(Ri(k)) + (1− α)vsi(k−1) (4.13)

where α is a parameter representing the EV willingness to optimize at time k, vsi(k−1)

is the vertex of ∆(|Si|) at step k−1 that adds some inertia to the use of last strategy

si(k−1), where ∆(n) is the simplex in Rn, i.e., ∆(n) = {p ∈ Rn|p ≥ 0 and 1⊤p = 1}.
Also, we must define the probability distribution p′i(·) as

p′i(Ri(k)) =
[Ri(k)]

+

1⊤[Ri(k)]+
(4.14)

where [Ri(k)]
+ is equal to max(Rl

i, 0) for 1 ≤ l ≤ |Si|. Besides, the expression in

Eq. (4.14) is valid only if the denominator above is positive; otherwise p′i(·) is the

uniform distribution over Si.

In this way, RM allows to each EV negotiates between them along k steps to lead to

NE. We will not proof the convergence but details can be found in [29].
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Simulation Results

We determine the routes assignment and the scheduling of recharge for an EVs fleet

that will provide the SA service around of El Dorado Airport in Bogotá, where the

SA will take place. The operation zone is composed by 1) hotel, 2) private RS with

r2 = 3kW, η2 = 0.9, 3) public RS with r3 = 6kW, η3 = 0.9, 4) shopping center, 5)

airport whereabout 1, 6) airport whereabout 2, and 7) the bus terminal. In Fig. 5.1.

we show the simplified road graph and its consumption energy matrix 1. Also, we

assume that the OC and the private RS are located in the hotel.

The EVs fleet is composed by two EVs with battery capacity B = 22kW, battery cost

cbat = $15000, and passenger capacity Q = 4. In addition, we define an illustrative

transport demand, which consists of one passenger in the airport whereabout 1 and

two passengers in the airport whereabout 2 each hour during the period 8:00 to

16:00, where the clients must pay a ticket price equal to $5 and they must be picked

in a time window of 30 minutes. Moreover, we assume that the passengers must be

delivered in the shopping center, the terminal or the hotel according to the passenger

needs.

First to all, we have solved the proposed EVRP using the optimization tool

XPRESS. We find the optimal routes set that allow to meet the illustrative trans-

port demand. Table 5.1 shows the characteristics of optimal routes such as path,

1These data were determined based on real information provided by Secretaŕıa de Movilidad de
Bogotá.

28
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 0 0 0.23 0.09 0.34 0.45 0.17

2 0 0 0.23 0.09 0.34 0.45 0.17

3 0.28 0.28 0 0.26 0.43 0.54 0.38

4 0.17 0.17 0.30 0 0.47 0.59 0.28

5 0.39 0.39 0.58 0.48 0 0.11 0.41

6 0.38 0.38 0.56 0.46 0.15 0 0.40

7 0.15 0.15 0.35 0.22 0.47 0.58 0

7

2

1

5

6

4

3

Figure 5.1: Simplified road graph and consumption energy matrix.

Table 5.1: Optimal routing.

Routes 1 2 3 4 5
Paths 1, 5, 6, 7, 1 1, 5, 6, 4, 1 1, 5, 6, 7, 1 1, 5, 6, 4, 1 1, 5, 6, 7, 1
es[kWh] 1.01 1.10 1.01 1.10 1.01
ts, te [7 : 30, 8 : 21] [8 : 30, 9 : 26] [9 : 30, 10 : 21] [10 : 30, 11 : 26] [11 : 30, 12 : 21]
Routes 6 7 8 9
Paths 1, 5, 6, 4, 1 1, 5, 6, 7, 1 1, 5, 6, 4, 1 1, 5, 6, 7, 1
es[kWh] 1.10 1.01 1.10 1.01
ts, te [12 : 30, 13 : 26] [13 : 30, 14 : 21] [14 : 30, 15 : 26] [15 : 30, 16 : 21]

Routes

Routes

Paths

Paths

[ ]

[ ]

consumption energy es, and time duration [ts, te].

Then, we plan the recharging and routes assignment during a programming horizon

from 7:00 to 7:00 split in half hour intervals. To illustrate possible circumstances, we

consider four scenarios (SC) under different conditions. In SC 1, the recharging is

only allowed in the RS 2 with an energy tariff of two level structure, and the battery

degradation cost is not considered. In SC 2, we consider the battery degradation

cost. In SC 3 and 4, we allow the recharging in the RS 3 with different energy tariffs.

Next, we show the results for each scenario proposed.

Figs. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show the recharging and routes assignment obtained in SC

1 and 2 using DE method. Fig. 5.2(a) shows that the routes are assigned arbitrar-

ily between the EVs and the recharging actions (RAs) are scheduled later, which is

encouraged by the energy low cost at that hours. On the other hand, In Fig. 5.2(b),

we find that the routes are assigned almost uniformly between the EVs. Also, the

EVs SOC describes a pattern travel-recharge, i.e., the EVs travel along few routes

and after recharge a little of energy. We notice that the recharging pattern and the

routes assignment shown in 5.2(b) allows to reduce the degradation cost because
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Figure 5.2: Scheduling of recharge for EV1 and EV2 operating in scenarios 1 and 2.

the DOD is kept at low values, which is the dominant cost of battery degradation

cost. Consequently, we find that while the estimated battery life for EV 1 in SC 1 is

approx. 7300 cycles, the other one in Fig. 5.2(b) is approx. 8000 cycles, a difference

of 700 cycles which is comparable to 2 years of operation.

On the other hand, Fig. 5.3 shows the scheduling of recharge obtained in SC2

using the negotiation mechanism RM. We notice that the results with RM method

are similar to those obtained with DE. In fact, the profits earned are $130.66 and

$130.37 using DE and RM, respectively. Nevertheless, we must highlight that RM

allows a decentralized operation in contrast with DE where this one is centralized.

Hence, although RM does not have full information about others EV, it can be as

efficient as a centralized method about the utility.

Furthermore, Fig. 5.4 shows the negotiation process between the EVs. In this
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Figure 5.3: Scheduling of recharge for EV1 and EV2 operating in scenario 2.

way, each EV chooses a strategy according to RM method and eventually the NE

is reached in the negotiation step 50 approx. Hence, we must note that the process

converges relatively fast, since it takes approx. 3 minutes in a laptop with processor

core2duo of 2GHz and memory of 2GB, which correspond to 1.5 minutes per each

vehicle controller since the process is done in parallel.

Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) show the scheduling of recharge obtained in SC 3 and 4.

Fig. 5.5(a) shows that the V2B operation in the hotel is not scheduled. By contrast,

Fig. 5.5(b) shows that several RAs in RS 3 are scheduled and the V2B operation

is performed. We notice that the energy tariff in scenario 3 is not profitable be-

cause the profit by perform a V2B operation is overcome by the battery degradation

cost. However, when the difference between energy tariff in RS 2 and 3 gets bigger

(approx. $0.5) then the V2B operation is profitable. In this manner, the operation

cost in SC 3 is $4.83, while the cost in SC 4 is $− 1.04. Consequently, we conclude

that analyzed battery technology of lithium-ion does not meet the requirements to
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Figure 5.4: Negotiation steps.

provide the V2B operation since the cost of battery degradation is still large. In this

way, we show that V2B is only profitable when the difference between energy tariff

is approx. $0.5 allowing overcome the battery degradation cost, however this energy

tariff does not correspond to a real scenario.

Next, we describe how the controller allows to correct eventualities that could

arise due to traffic conditions. Fig. 5.6 shows that an eventuality arises at 10:00am

approx., which consists in that the EV consumes more energy than the estimated

by the model. This is noted comparing the estimated SOC with the real one in the

interval at 10:00am.

To correct the eventuality, the controller gathers information about the battery SOC

of each vehicle at instant when they finish a route. In this way, when the estimated

SOC differs from the real one, then the algorithm is run again calculating a new

scheduling of recharge given the new SOCs. It is shown in Fig. 5.6 where a cor-

rection action arises at 12:30m to avoid that SOC of EV1 drops below the SOC

minimum level. In this manner, all the emerging eventualities can be handled.

Finally, Fig. 5.7 shows how the controller corrects the scheduling of recharge

for the EV1 under a series of 5 eventualities (e1,...,e5), one for each route. Each

eventuality could alter the energy consumed and the duration time of each route.

In this case, all five eventualities disturb the estimated energy of each route adding
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Figure 5.5: Scheduling of recharge for EV1 and EV2 operating in scenarios 3 and 4.

or subtracting a value chosen by an uniform distribution between [−1, 1], which

correspond to a variation between [−90%, 90%] of the energy consumed in each

route approx. Also, the eventuality e3 alters the duration time of the route besides

of its energy consumed. From Fig. 5.7 we notice that the controller recalculates the

recharging actions obtaining a new scheduling of recharge, which allows to correct the

eventualities introduced. Also, we notice that a new recharging action is introduced

in the interval at 13:00 hour, which allows to recharge the additional energy required

to correct the eventualities.
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Figure 5.6: Scheduling of recharge for EV1 under a eventuality of energy consume.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

We have presented a methodology to plan the recharging and the routes assignment

for an EVs fleet while optimal routes are found and the operation cost is minimized.

In this way, we have found that the scheduling of recharge and routes assignment

affect the battery lifetime. In fact, we obtain a new pattern for recharging, which

allows to increase the battery lifetime. In addition, we notice that this pattern is

slightly different to the one obtained while the recharging cost is only considered.

Furthermore, we have presented some conditions to perform a V2B operation,

which are related with the battery technology, the battery degradation model, and

the energy tariff. We found that the battery with lithium-ion technology studied

in this paper does not meet the requirements to provide the V2B operation since

its degradation cost is large. In this way, we found that the V2B operation is only

profitable for EVs owner when the difference of the energy tariff is approx. $0.5.

However, this energy tariff does not correspond to a real scenario.

On the other hand, we proposed two approaches to solve the problem of routing

and scheduling of recharge for EVs. The first approach consists in an operation center

which gathers all information about passengers, energy tariff, and EVs state. Then,

the centralized controller of the operation center calculates the routing and schedul-

ing of recharge and broadcasts the commands to each EV. The second approach

allows a decentralized operation. In this way, each EV gathers some information
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about passengers, energy tariff, then these take a decision in autonomous way. Both

approaches show similar results. However, the centralized controller shows bigger

performance than decentralized one, however the decentralized approach allows to

address emerging issues such as computational complexity and communications re-

quirements.

Furthermore, we provide a methodology to analyze the implementation of EVs

on public transport, which allows to make approximations on the size of the fleet of

EVs, and patterns of charging and routing.



Appendix A

Energy Consumption on the Road

For EVs, the energy consumption by travel is very sensitive to road characteristics

and structural features of the vehicle. Factors such as road elevation and travel

speed can significantly reduce the battery energy. For example, an EV travelling

uphill consumes a amount of energy, but if it travels downhill could gain energy, and

the energy consumed or gained depends of the weight of the vehicle. In conclusion

the energy consumption of an EV is affected by the path chosen to travel.

The model presented in [5] allows to determine the energy consumption as a function

of the road characteristics and structural features of the vehicle.

The road characteristics are modeled in a directed graph G = (V , E). Vertices v ∈ V
represent points on the street map. Edges (vi, vj) ∈ E represent the links between

these points corresponding to road sections. The model assumes that the vertex

elevation z : V → R is given, and for each edge a distance d : E → R+ and a traffic

speed s : E → R+ are given, where R and R+ are the set of real numbers and positive

real numbers, respectively.

Furthermore, the features of the vehicle that influence the energy consumption are:

the vehicle mass (m), vehicle frontal area (A), air drag and friction coefficients

(cw, fr), gaining and consumption efficiencies (ηg, ηc), air density (ρ), and constant

of gravity (g).

Given these setting, the model defines two energy consumption terms in function

of vehicle features and road characteristics. The fist term cP (vi, vj) is the potential

energy that the vehicle could gain or consume for travel from vi to vj, it is defined
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as follows

cP (vi, vj) = mg[z(vj)− z(vi)]. (A.1)

The second term cL(vi, vj) is the lost energy that the vehicle consumes for travel

from vi to vj, it is defined as follows

cL(vi, vj) = frmg d(vi, vj) +
1

2
ρAcws(vi, vj)

2d(vi, vj) (A.2)

where (vi, vj) ∈ E .

Finally, the model defines a consumption parameter c(vi, vj), which is equal to the

energy consumed or gained when an EV passes on an edge. The consume parameter

is a function of potential energy and lost energy terms. The consumption parameter

is defined as follows

c(vi, vj) =


ηg(cP (vi, vj) + cL(vi, vj)),

if cP (vi, vj) + cL(vi, vj) ≤ 0
1
ηc
(cP (vi, vj) + cL(vi, vj)),

if cP (vi, vj) + cL(vi, vj) > 0

(A.3)

where the sum of the potential and lost energy terms is affected by gaining efficiency

when the sum result is less than or equal to zero, which indicates that the EV gains

energy for travel. On the other hand, the sum of the potential and lost energy terms

is affected by consumption efficiency when the sum result is positive, which indicates

that the EV consumes energy for travel. For more details on the model of energy

consumption, we refer the reader to [5].

Now, we define a path P as a sequence of l vertices (v1, v2, ..., vl) with (vi, vi+1) ∈ E
for i = 1, ..., l − 1. So, the energy needed to travel along P in the road network

is c(P ) =
∑l−1

i=1 c(vi, vi+1). In this way, the optimal or minimum consumption path

from v1 to vl is found solving the following optimization problem

arg min
P

l−1∑
i=1

c(vi, vi+1) (A.4)

which can be solved applying classic algorithm (e.g., modified dijsktra, A∗, Johnson
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[5],[8]. In this case, we use the command ”graphallshortestpaths” of Matlab, which

uses the Johnson algorithm to solve the problem.
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